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RABMYST – PERFORMANCE AND  ANALYSIS 
OF RABIN’S MYSTIC SHARING ON MULTI-
CLOUDS
R. Sugumar* A. Rajesh** and R. Manivannan***

Abstract: Cloud computing is the power that extent its support to many individuals and organization, where user 
data is available anywhere in the world, when user wants it, but users not trusted  on Cloud Service Providers (CSPs), 
because of security concerns. As many researchers and organizations implement their own protocol to secure their 
outsourced data. Here we propose a method RABMYST (Rabin’s Mystic Secret Sharing), an Information Dispersal 
Algorithm (IDA), splits the encrypted fi le in to shares and replicates and distributes to N number of cloud servers,. 
Where user retrieve the original fi le by ‘m’ pieces i.e., m = N – 1 with the threshold ‘t’, where any minimal parts that 
replicated and distributed to CSPs are required to reconstruct the fi le. Our scheme implemented in openstack swift 
object storage and analyzed with different fi le sizes and also with different parameters like increasing fi les size, 
access structure and key pairing with CSPs, and we analyzed in multi-cloud environment interface kaavo-IMOd, 
jira compared with different sharing schemes, different fi le sizes and performance on multiple CSPs. Our method 
provides users with security benefi ts and easy access structure to CSPs.

Keywords: RABMYST - Rabin’s Mystic Secret Sharing, IDA- Information Dispersal Algorithm, CSPs- Cloud 
Service Providers, TPA-Third Party Auditor.

1. INTRODUCTION
Cloud computing has a wide variety of industrial standards as industries meets many high concentration of 
risks, safety for the outsourced data’s are increasing attention from industry, research and authorities many 
of the organizations approached towards safety management as they were involved in many monitoring 
tools and innovative approach. During the last decade economic losses occurs from variety of reasons like 
disaster loss, data loss from cloud service providers, for this organizations developing their own protocol 
for storing data in the cloud for the security consideration.

Our method proposed to design a system where users/dataowners upload a fi le using Shamir’s secret 
sharing algorithm to split a secret of fi le in to many pieces and shares of fi les are distributed and replicated 
to n – k +1 CSPs. To reconstruct the pieces this will require n – k CSPs, our design is to upload the 
fi le share using Kaavo to many cloud servers we defi ne our protocol fi le share construction algorithm, 
consider a fi le F = a1, a2, .. an all the ai were streamed as integer to disperse the fi le in to n independent 
vectors(V1,V2,..Vn). In share reconstruction algorithm a fi le k integers at a time with CSPs (CSP1, CSP2..
CSPn) to reconstruct the original fi le.

Most of the cloud service providers like google drive, dropbox, box etc., proved the popularity of 
cloud storages. In April 2013, Amazon storing 2 trillion objects in Amazon S3, however cryptographic 
encryption method of storing data provides computational complexity and complex key management issue 
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at the CSPs. Due to computation cost of key at the single clouds makes more complexity, our method uses 
multi-cloud environment at the desired availability of cloud cost as the user is able to pay for the service 
our technique is capable to disperse and retrieve fi le with guaranteed security. In the past several multi-
clouds are existing with the feature what we have for example iDataGuard provides confi dentiality, but 
redundancy feature makes too overhead problem and also depsky provides confi dentiality and redundancy 
feature but having too overhead in computational features. Our rest of the paper is organized as follows 
with interface a Kaavo-IMOd, a Multi-cloud management tool for distributing fi les to cloud servers, 
constructing and reconstructing the shares.

2. RELATED WORK
As the security is the main concern in the cloud computing, many researchers found many ideas on the 
secret sharing scheme. A CloudStash scheme[1] splits the fi le into many shares of secret and distribute 
those shares in to multi-clouds simultaneously, where threshold shares need to reconstruct the fi le, it 
shows that this scheme is faster for small fi les and longer for larger fi les not statistically worse. In an multi-
cloud environment where as, many number of CSP providers like Dropbox, GoogleDrive or interface like 
Multcloud. Users will interact the CSPs through Application Server[2], a fi le is splitted in to chunks of size 
and sends to the destination CSPs randomize every chunk of data and stores in a repository after that using 
an Randomization key, users can able to download the fi le by this proof of privacy is obtained. 

Seung-Hyungseo et.al.,[4] proposed the certifi cateless encryption scheme without pairing operations 
for storing their data in public cloud. In MCC-PKE scheme they start with the setup stage after setting their 
private key and public key after that SEM-key extract, user has to register their identity their results showed 
effi ciency in implementation and securely share their sensitive data’s in public clouds. MingqiangLi[10] 
describes the confi dentiality of Information dispersal Algorithm, an IDA method encodes a fi le in to 
unrecognized pieces, so that we can reconstruct the fi le from ‘m’ pieces, this systematic study makes the 
confi dentiality in a practical application.

Sian-Jheng Lin and Wei-Ho Chung[13] used the coding technique for converting a fi le into ‘n’ digital 
shadows, here the IDA method with fast Fermat number transform (FNT) is to improve the performance 
by making decoding algorithm takes O(nlogk) or O(klog2k). Andrew Tytula[12] proposed Rabin’s IDA, 
where the fi le uploads effi ciently to many peers and only subset of the peers are required to rebuild the 
original content. Many security concerns was proved like SC-001 File Confi dentiality, Unauthorized user 
cannot view the fi le, next concert is SC-002 Index File Security, fi le cannot be lost if more than one piece 
is lost, next concert is SC-003 Viruses, next SC-004 File Integrity at least k pieces are there it is having 
capable of rebuilding  a fi le.

Rafael M. de. O. Libardi et.al.,[11] proposed the method MSSF, a multi cloud storage selection 
framework it contains some basic algorithms, ser of security rules and allow user to store the data when 
they need, MSSF had great impact on users automatic services and user friendly multi-cloud data dispersal 
and transparency to the user. Hugo Krawczyk[20], Secret Sharing made short, he presents a m-threshold 
‘m’ share need to recover the secret, but m-1 gives no idea on secret, secret ‘S’ will be |S|/m, here it 
was implemented in natural way traditional sharing schemes, Cryptographic methods and information 
dispersal, while robust secret sharing and verifi able secret sharing deals with potentially corrupted share 
and also with corrupted dealers of the secret.

Openstack swift integration along with Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Corporation (NTT) developed 
world’s fi rst high-speed secret sharing engine called “Super High-Speed-Secret Sharing (SHSS)[28], 
this technology makes high speed for fragmentation and reconstruction openstack swift allows the fi les 
to quickly store and retrieve fi les. To improve performance NTT developed 64-bit processor, so it was 
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50 times faster than previous Secret Sharing scheme. Tatiana et.al.,[14] proposed multi provider cloud 
architecture uses the medical record to store in the cloud, this features secret sharing as important measure 
to distribute Health records and it fragments with higher redundancy and additional security and privacy 
protection, they discussed Shamir’s secret sharing scheme and Rabin Information dispersal algorithm 
shows low computational overhead and they recommended Rabin’s approach gives smaller shares.

Table 1. 
Different Security Mechanisms Over Cloud Storages

Security Measures Goal Location Performance
Client/Server 
Authentication

Prevent unauthorization All nodes Faster, sometimes insecure.

Network security Avoids eavesdropping All nodes Faster, Computational overhead
Identity management Usability and reduce 

management overhead
Data owner to CSPs Faster, sometimes insecure

Attribute based 
encryption

Protect sensitive 
information of individuals

Data owners to 
CSPs

Faster, computational overhead

Digital signature Unauthorized access All nodes Overhead in key management to all the nodes
Hash function 
cryptography

Protecting information to 
outsiders

Data owners Faster on hash function

Secret sharing Prevents the data when it 
is also spied

Data owners/ users Faster, Availability, No much computation 
overhead

3. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
Our system architecture is organized as user confi guration, Rabin’s IDA, uploading the shares to CSPs, 
after these steps user downloads the original fi le by reconstruction process. At user confi guration, system 
has to check with our confi guration to upload the fi les on multi-cloud server, as a part of confi guration user 
has to register with many cloud service provider and had an account. Our scheme is proposed to distribute 
a piece of information among all ‘N’ active sites/nodes so, that reconstruction is also processed from ‘m’ 
active nodes.

Figure 1. System architecture with Rabin’s IDA secret sharing scheme
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In this secret sharing scheme a secret S would be shared by ‘N’ number of shares (nodes) ie. Threshold 
value k, this scheme uses polynomial function as in the order (k-1). In the process of uploading a fi le, fi le 
is splitted in to different chunks of fi xed size, after generate a randomization key and that will be stored 
in repository. Group the chunks as our system confi gured with number of CSPs and uploads to the cloud 
server. While downloading the fi le, at the threshold level of ‘K’ shares we may get the original fi le as we 
upload to CSPs. Users maintains the log on Multi-cloud interfaces to where the share gets replicated and 
distribute in the cloud servers. At the reconstruction process it collects from the minimal number of cloud 
server, where the shares are distributed in every cloud servers.

Figure 2. DFD for Rabin’s mystic sharing scheme

Our system fl ow, a user/client/data owner has to register with mystic sharing scheme, as user wants 
to outsource the data, we conceive the Rabin’s mystic sharing scheme with Kaavo-IMOd, a multi-cloud 
management tool interface and we splits the encrypted fi le with the regular shares and that will be uploaded 
to multiple CSPs. The shares thus stored on multi-cloud CSPs will replicate the shares to different CSPs, 
when it was shared that the same share will not be replicated on same CSPs, up to this user part of 
outsourcing the data is fi nished. After when user/data owner/client wants the data which was outsourced 
to CSPs, our scheme will collect the shares with (k-n) ie., from ‘m’ share and share will be verifi ed with 
encrypted key with the users as it will effi ciently reconstruct the original fi le.  

Input: U, user encrypts the fi le with secret key S

Terms: Ri: service providers(CSP)
  Pi: participant node in CSP.
  ri : replicate share. 

Process:

  splits secret key S in to N number of shares, S1,S2…Sn. 
 for each share SiS, where i€1,2..n,
 do

   replicates Sik>=1 (Si,ri)
   distributeSiriN no. of CSPs
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  end for

  for each CSP Ri, I€1…n.

  do

   selects pair of (Ri,Si) from CSP

   U, stores (Si,Ri), when Ri holds Si

  while

   check for (Si,Ri) again not in same CSP (R1,S1)

  end

Get unique solution m=Xi from (Ri, Ni)

Algorithm 1. File Splitter.

Our algorithm fi le splitter works on when an user outsource a encrypted fi le, our process split the key 
along with data into N number of shares, like S1,S2,…Sn. Each share will have a unique identifi er, so each 
share will gets replicated to different CSPs a and also our system gets checking on each share will replicate 
to different CSPs, not same CSP will have two or more copies of same fi le share. For each and every share 
replication and distribution to CSPs, we maintain the pair of share with CSPs, while user stores these pair 
for reconstruction process and we get a unique solution m = Xi which will maintain all the pair of shares 
and CSPs.

In the reconstruction process when all the participant in the cloud clusters that will acts as CSP resource 
providers Ri, when user wants to download the fi le cloud service resource provider Ri query a pair of 
key from user, where user maintains the key for downloading a fi le with the unique solution which was 
maintained at fi le splitter using unique solution m= Xi, from all the cloud service provider this unites all 
the shares collectively and group them in to a single fi le, where original fi le was constructed from the 
dispersed environment.

 for each CSP, Ri, i€1…n.

 do

  Ri query (I,Pi pair from user U and Ri has Ni

  reconstruct from the unique solution m=Xi from (Ri, Ni)

  unites shares Si from ‘m’ number of shares Si1,Si2,Si3…Sin.

     endfor

Algorithm 2. File Reconstruction.

4. SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION
Our implementation starts with the user registration with the CSPs, our system user/data owner registers 
with Kaavo-IMOd a Multi-cloud management tool, a interface which will provide many cloud servers 
instance which will have some amount of cloud storage in their servers. At the Rabin’s IDA, data owner/
user gives a secret share to cloud service provider, user gives a share to each server and groups for 
some threshold ‘t’ and with the only ‘k’ number of user’s we can reconstruct the fi le by the polynomial 
function.
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Figure 3. File Share distribution to CSPs

By using Rabin’s Information dispersal we splits a encrypted fi le in to many number of pieces and 
distributed to N number of CSPs with the threshold ‘t’ at the reconstruction process. User/Client can able 
to download the original fi le from the ‘m’ pieces of information at each CSPs.

 f(x) = K0 + K1(x) + K2(x
2) + …dk – 1 xk – 1

 K
i = 0 = {i nX/Xj – Xi}f(x)

Our scheme is divided in to pieces along with the secret shares, let we assume a fi le is divided in to 
four pieces and it was distributed among four cloud service providers, the diagrammatic illustration gives 
the impact how the reconstruction happens with the threshold ‘t’ nodes

Figure 4. Mystic sharing among CSPs

Getting the pieces from any 2 nodes we can get all four pieces to reconstruct the fi le, when we maintain 
threshold ‘t = 2’. Our paper implementation is organized as per the algorithm discussed below.

Input: U, N, K, t, P = Ui = 1k Xi
  U = user 
  N = Number of nodes
  K-secret shares of N-1 at threshold ‘t’
  P-possible permissions from the CSPs
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Data: A fi le ‘F’
Result: N shares, stored in cloud servers.
Algorithm:
  for each fi le do
  Apply secret share, split into N shares where, i=1,2,…N .
 begin
  place each share Ni at interface to multi-cloud  environment
  distribute the share to required number of CSPs
  replicates the share to CSPs
   checkSi ≠Ni(once)
   Si=Ni+1
 end
 for every share S=Si,Si+1..Sn
  set threshold ‘t’
  from N-S+1 collect all the shares
  construct Si,Si+1…Sn=fi le (original)
 end
end

Algorithm 3. Algorithm for Rabin’s Mystic Sharing Scheme Implementation

5. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
Our experimental setup constructed in lab with openstack environment swift object storage, the system 
confi guration with processor intel core i5 CPU 240 GHz, 8GB RAM and 64-bit ubuntu operating system. 
First we analyzed the performance with the openstack consistent hashing, a ring it consists of space 
available at all possible computed hash values divided in equal partitioned size. In openstack object 
storage swift, we formed 4 partitions and computing has (object) modulo4 for storing the fi les, each 
partitions was considered as the CSP. In our cases we identifi ed zones, an isolated place where likely 
to be a server, a disk or whole cabinet swift supports the encryption of object data at Rest on storage 
nodes. The encryption_root_secret option holds the master secret key used for encryption, a keymaster 
is authenticated to issue key to the users for storing the data in cloud storages. Our fi le splitter splits the 
encrypted key, keywrapping feature in openstack enable shares to wrap the key and shares. Our analysis 
states with the performance based on different size of pieces and access structure of pairing key with the 
nodes in clusters.

Figure 5. Rabin’s Mystic Secret sharing scheme execution
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Our analysis made at netstat and netcat a network monitoring tool, after analysis we aggregates the 
processing speeds of Rabin’s Mystic secret sharing scheme with a single cloud provider GoogleDrive on 
different share sizes of 1kb, 10kb, 100kb, 1mb and 10mb and also we found the aggregates of processing 
speed in Multi-cloud providers, for this scenario, we implemented on openstack swift object storage with 
a ring environment on different share sizes and the fi g. 5 depicts the scenario. Next we analyzed openstack 
performance measure with increasing fi le size, network delay on increasing partition size, access structure 
of key pair with the nodes along with these 3 factors, we grouped the values of bandwidth used, network 
tolerance by openstack, key pairing with the nodes and online zone access in swift object storage. We 
found these 3 factors grouped and splined with values with the instances created on openstack like 2o,3o, 
4o,..9oof virtual object storage(VO) from fi g.6. we concludes that access structure with the openstack 
performance, our scheme are reliably faster.

Figure 6. Openstack performance measure

After we analyzed with kaavo-IMOD Jira, a Multi-cloud management tool  with an AES 256 bit 
data encryption and we splits the fi le shares and repositories ove r multiple virtual server that serves as 
multiple cloud service provider. In kaavo we can access CSPs like IBM,AWS, Rackspace, openstack 
and all of the market big players private, public and hybrid cloud service provider. This kaavo provides 
the benefi ts of Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) with increased fl exibility-pay_as_you_go model, lowers 
cost, reduction in time to market-available within minutes of signup and generate access to critical IT 
resources. With our Rabin’s Mystic sharing scheme, we implemented and cloned our system with kaavo-
IMOD, all the virtual servers have properly confi gured the fi rewalls. Secure VPN connection for sending 
and receiving fi le(share) between the internal server/datacenter/virtual servers in public clouds, from the 
kaavo-IMOD we monitor the rule based alerts and monitoring of CPU, disk, bandwidth, memory, kaavo 
clones our system and bring it to application service centric n-tier confi guration i.e., automation to bring 
entire system(single and multi-clouds) services for one application within a click and brings the ability to 
access your information from anywhere in the world.

Figure 7. Comparison over different sharing schemes
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Here we analyzed different secret sharing schemes[7] with our system, the execution speed of our 
scheme was better than the shamir’s, blakley’s, proactive, computationally secret sharing schemes in 
terms of execution speed while uploading and downloading the secret shares from cloud servers. Next we 
analyzed the throughput measure over Real time bandwidth monitor with the parameter time and size of 
the share,  our system connected to single cloud and multi-cloud servers in a bandwidth of 100mbps and 
running time window for 1 hour calculated based on cloud servers when they are accessed in traffi c, using 
this factor we calculated for a16mb fi le our system splits the share and it uploads to single server takes 
0.59s and 0.65 for multiple CSPs, for a 32mb it takes 0.67s on single cloud and 0.74s on multiple CSPs 
and we shown this on fi g.8 that shows the clear representation having differences with single cloud and 
multiple CSPs and this may vary on different confi gurations.

Figure 8. Rabin’s scheme differences over single cloud and Multi-cloud

We analyzed cloud servers performance over kaavo-IMOD with different parameter for showing 
how cloud servers are utilized by the user with different CSPs, and also we calculated the percentage of 
parameters like average time to provision a node, ie., how much  processing Virtual Objects (VO) are 
used, VRAM size and processor speed of each VO instance and also we consider time taken to deploy 
an application and in case of data/share upload and download and we computed performance over the 
percentage of encrypting the fi le share, traffi c analysis and percentage of managed node on storage, while 
increasing the user, our system suffers with the processing capability, as we need much more VO instances 
for handling many number of users. We monitored using iperf tool and analyzed with cloud server virtual 
images like Amazon EC2, Google Drive, IBM, Rackspace cloud, Expedient and openstack cloud, from 
our conclusion we found Amazon exhibit 16-48% higher memory performance, Rackspace exhibited 16-
27% higher Vcpu performance and Expedient achieves over 66% of higher storage performance. From all 
of these discussion we fi nally shows performance indication for cloud servers with all the factors included 
and fi g.9 depicts the summary of performance of individual cloud servers for our system.

Figure 9. Performance Indicator Over Cloud Servers
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6. CONCLUSION
In terms of security concerns in cloud computing, our RABMYST scheme was designed to provide security 
and hassle free access to the CSPs. We evaluated our scheme with different performance measures like 
increase in fi le sizes, key pairing structures, bandwidth factors and network tolerance in openstack  a model 
for accessing  the secured  Multi-clouds. We provide the security and access to Multi-clouds interface 
kaavo-IMOD with the analysis on different secret sharing schemes while uploading and downloading 
a fi le and we analyzed throughput measure with different fi le sizes over single cloud and Multi-cloud 
provides. We also estimated with VO instances, Vcpu and storage performance on different cloud servers, 
our scheme shares the fi le not key, here we avoid key management issues, computation overhead and 
improved performance to access the cloud storage servers without any complexity.
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